Characters D6 / Pablo-Jill (Ongree Jedi K
Name: Pablo-Jill
Homeworld: Skustell Cluster
Died: 19 BBY, Invisible Hand, over Coruscant
Species: Ongree
Gender: Male
Height: 1.6 meters
Eye color: Orange
Skin color: Orange-brown
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 2D+1
Blaster: 5D+1
Brawling Parry: 5D
Dodge: 7D+1
Lightsaber: 8D+1
PERCEPTION: 3D
Bargain: 5D+2
Command: 4D+2
Investigation: 5D
Persuasion: 6D+1
Search: 5D+2
Sneak: 5D+1
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
Cultures: 5D
Languages: 5D+2
Planetary Systems: 4D+2
Scholar (Jedi Lore): 6D
Streetwise: 5D
STRENGTH: 2D
Brawling: 5D
Climbing/Jumping: 3D+2
MECHANICAL: 2D
Astrogation: 4D+2
Space Transports: 5D+2
Starship Gunnery: 5D
TECHNICAL: 2D
First Aid: 3D+2
Lightsaber Repair: 5D+2
SPECIAL ABILITIES

Force Skills:
Control: 7D+1
Sense: 7D
Alter: 7D+2
Force Powers: Accelerate Healing, Absorb/Dissipate Energy, Concentration, Control Pain, Enhance
Attribute, Combat Sense, Danger Sense, Life Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive
Telepathy, Sense Force, Telekinesis, Farseeing, Lightsaber Combat, Projective Telepathy, Affect Mind,
Projected Fighting, Dim Other's Senses, Lesser Force Shield
Eyestalks: Their ability to see things from various angles due to the arrangement of their eyes,
gives them a +1D to fine work such as Technical skills.
Story Factors:
Diplomatic Reputation: Ongree were commonly seen as a diplomatic, measured species. This
opinion was fostered by the arrangement of their eyestalks; since Ongree could see an object from
multiple angles, it was thought that this ability gave the species a unique mindset, allowing them to
examine a situation from all possible perspectives. It was believed that their literal and figurative outlooks
were linked by a psychological trait.
EQUIPMENT
CREDITS - 600 Credits
Lightsaber (5D), Jedi robes, Comlink
FORCE SENSITIVE - Y
FORCE POINTS 6
DARK SIDE POINTS 0
CHARACTER POINTS 8
Description: Pablo-Jill was an Ongree male native to the Skustell Cluster who served as a Jedi Knight
and General during the Clone Wars. Famed for bringing peace and order to the lawless planet of Ord
Mantell early in his Jedi career, he participated in the Battle of Geonosis in 22 BBY, where over two
hundred members of the Jedi Order battled the vast droid armies of the Confederacy of Independent
Systems. Pablo-Jill was one of few on his side to survive, though he became separated from the bulk of
his fellow Jedi during the fighting.
Three years later, he led a daring attempt to rescue Supreme Chancellor Palpatine from the clutches of
the commander of the Separatist Droid Army, General Grievous, over Coruscant. Many of the other Jedi
gave up, but Pablo-Jill continued in his efforts to intercept Grievous's tri-wing shuttle, and eventually
dueled with the cyborg aboard the Separatist flagship, Invisible Hand. Grievous proved too strong for the
Ongree Jedi Knight, however, and killed him. After the duel, Pablo-Jill's body was launched into space for
all the Republic forces to see.
Biography
Jedi Knight

Pablo-Jill was born in the Skustell Cluster some time before the Separatist Crisis. He was a member of
the Ongree: a bipedal, hunchbacked species with amphibious tendencies. He was found to be Forcesensitive, and eventually became a Padawan of the Jedi Order; he rose in ranks until he became a Jedi
Knight. After his elevation, he was dispatched to the planet Ord Mantell in the Mid Rim region of the
galaxy, tasked with bringing peace and order to the lawless world. He was successful, albeit only for a
time: once he left the planet matters slowly returned to as they had been before he arrived. His efforts on
Ord Mantell made him famous among the Jedi; the High Council encouraged him to take an apprentice of
his own, though, for reasons he kept to himself, he never took a Padawan.
Battle of Geonosis
He was among the Jedi stationed in the Jedi Temple in 22 BBY when the Order received word that ObiWan Kenobi had been captured by the Confederacy of Independent Systems on Geonosis in the Outer
Rim Territories after tracking the bounty hunter Jango Fett to the barren planet. Along with fellow Ongree
Jedi Coleman Kcaj and over two hundred other members of the Order, he flew to the Outer Rim to fight
the vast droid army of the CIS. Pablo-Jill sneaked into the stands in the huge Petranaki arena, where
Kenobi, Republic senator PadmÃ© Amidala, and Kenobi's Padawan Anakin Skywalker were slated for
execution.
Alongside Mirialan Jedi Padawan Barriss Offee, Pablo-Jill fought against thousands of battle droids in the
arena; however, they were both eventually separated from the rest of the Jedi, and were left behind by
the LAAT/i gunships led by Grand Master Yoda. They ultimately managed to survive and participated
with the rest of the surviving Jedi in the Battle of Geonosis, where they fought alongside battalions of
clone troopers brought by Yoda from Kamino. Eventually, the Republic and Jedi proved victorious,
though many lives had been lost.
Battle of Coruscant
In 19 BBY, during the CIS assault of Coruscant, Pablo-Jill piloted a Jedi interceptor against the
Confederate Navy in an attempt to recover the shuttle that had abducted Supreme Chancellor Palpatine.
General Grievous, commander of the Separatist Droid Army, had kidnapped the Chancellor from the
capital world, and Pablo-Jill, along with fellow Jedi Agen Kolar and Saesee Tiin, led the rescue attempt.
They had been the closest to hitting the shuttle, but Grievous had managed to evade them by firing on
local debris, which provided obstacles for the Jedi and allowed him to further outrun them. Tiin, Kolar,
and Pablo-Jill were able to evade the debris, though, and were firing on the shuttle incessantly, but
Grievous's superior flying ability and the ship's strong shields meant their weapons had little impact. As
they exited Coruscant's atmosphere, they began to perform more complex maneuvers and were soon
joined by Nautolan Jedi Master Kit Fisto; they were slowly overpowering the shuttle's shield generator.
Grievous was eventually forced to fire on innocent vessels in the vicinity in an effort to persuade the Jedi
to fall back; they did so, though when it became a straight race for Grievous's flagship, the Invisible
Hand, the Jedi, aided by several other Republic vessels, attacked the shuttle once again.
They were close to intercepting the vehicle when hundreds of droid fighters surged toward them,
safeguarding Grievous's shuttle as it flew toward his great flagship. While many of the other pilots fell
back in an attempt to defend themselves, Pablo-Jill and two others continued onwards towards the
Chancellor. One of the fighters was eventually destroyed by cannon fire, but Pablo-Jill and the other pilot,

a Lorrdian male Jedi Knight named L'lacielo Sageon, swerved out of the way and continued their pursuit
of Grievous. The Invisible Hand used a tractor beam to draw in Grievous's shuttle, which was heavily
damaged, and with it came the interceptors of both Pablo and Sageon.
As soon as their ships touched down in the hangar bay of the ship, Pablo-Jill and the other Jedi jumped
out of their starfighters and drew their lightsabers, deflecting the blaster bolts sent at them by the CIS
droids as they ran towards the shuttle, intent on rescuing Palpatine. One of them plunged a lightsaber
through the hull of the ship, stirring Grievous into action. The Kaleesh cyborg engaged the two Knights in
a duel; the droids had ceased shooting as they were afraid to hit Grievous. They dueled for several
moments, though in the end Grievous was too powerful for them; he stabbed downwards into each of
their chests, killing them. Pablo-Jill's body was launched into space at Grievous's command for all
Republic forces to see. Grievous also added Pablo-Jill's lightsaber to his collection of Jedi weapons
taken from those he had slain.
Personality and traits
Pablo-Jill was a brave and selfless beingâ€”he risked his life for the Republic in both the Battle of
Geonosis and the Battle of Coruscant. Even after the Invisible Hand's tractor beam pulled him and
L'lacielo Sageon onto Grievous's ship, Pablo-Jill did not give up, and bravely fought the former Kaleesh
warlord. He also demonstrated his bravery during his time on Ord Mantell, when he almost
singlehandedly brought peace to the planet of criminals and bounty hunters. Pablo-Jill was also
extremely loyal to the Republic, the Jedi Order, and the Chancellor; he gave his life in an attempt to free
the head of state, while many more senior-ranking Jedi retreated so that they could defend themselves.
Powers and abilities
Though skilled with the Force, Pablo-Jill was more martial than most Jedi, and favoured use of his
lightsaber in battle. He wielded a blue-bladed lightsaber during the Battle of Geonosisâ€”effectively
enough to survive the battle, where hundreds of other Jedi perished while fighting the vast droid army of
the CIS. Pablo-Jill was also quick to brandish his weapon above Coruscant in 19 BBY, and skillfully
deflected the blaster bolts from Grievous's droids. Grievous described the Ongree Knight as a decent
adversary, and more skilled than the ones he had encountered when taking Palpatine, among them
Roron Corobb, B'ink Utrila, Foul Moudama, and Roth-Del Masona; in the end, however, he was not
strong enough to survive the encounter with Grievous and the cyborg added Pablo's lightsaber to his
collection; Jill would be considered one of the General's most notorious kills. He was also a skilled
pilotâ€”having been chosen along with the likes of Saesee Tiin, one of the best Jedi pilots of the time,
and Agen Kolar, for the mission to rescue Palpatine.
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